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We show that a homogeneous euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR) X is generalized manifold 
provided H,(X, X -x) is finitely generated for some (and, hence, every) x E X. As a consequence 
we obtain a partial answer of a question of Borsuk’s as to whether there exist homogeneous 
AR-spaces of finite dimension > 1. 
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euclidean neighborhood retract 
Introduction 
In [l], Bing and Borsuk consider the question as to whether a homogeneous 
euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR) is a topological manifold. They show that 
this is the case in dimensions less than 3. In this paper we prove that such a space 
is a generalized manifold provided its local homology groups are finitely generated 
(over Z). As a result we get a partial answer to a question of Borsuk in [2]: Does 
there exist a homogeneous compact absolute retract X with 2 <dim X <cc? We 
show that if a finite dimensional compact absolute retract X has the property that 
for each positive integer p there exists x E X such that H,(X, X -x) is finitely 
generated, then X is not homogeneous. The problem as to whether a homogeneous 
ENR with finitely generated local homology groups is a topological manifold is 
untouched by our efforts. Quinn’s obstruction to resolving higher dimensional 
generalized manifolds [ll] is very ‘homogeneous’ in nature so that our results will 
likely contribute little to the solution of this problem. In dimension three, Jakobsche 
has shown [8] that if the Poincare Conjecture is false, then there exists a 
homogeneous generalized 3-manifold that is not a topological 3-manifold. 
Question. If X is an ENR (homogeneous ENR) and p > 0, does there exist x E X 
such that H,(X, X -x) is finitely generated? I am not aware of any ENR for which 
the answer is no. 
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Definitions and preliminary results 
A euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR) is a retract of an open subset of euclidean 
space. A space Z is a homology n-manifold if, for each x E Z, H,,(Z, Z-x) = Z 
(integers), if p = n, and 0, otherwise. All homology and cohomology groups are 
assumed to have integer coefficients unless otherwise indicated. Reduced Tech 
cohomology will be denoted by fip( Y). Throughout the paper X will denote a 
locally compact ENR of dimension n, n 3 3. By results of Miller [9], West [14], 
and Edwards [7], X admits an embedding into a euclidean space [W”‘+‘, X c R”‘+i, 
such that lQ”‘+’ -X is locally simply connected at points of X, and X has a mapping 
cylinder neighborhood N = C, in IW”‘+‘, where C, is the mapping cylinder of a 
proper map f: M + X and M is a topological m-manifold. Let n: N + X denote 
the mapping cylinder projection. For AC X let 
A* =f-‘(A) c M. 
We shall use this notation frequently throughout the paper. 
The first lemma can be found in [12]. 
Lemma 1. For each x E X and positive integer p, H,(X, X-x) = fiim-P(x*). 
Lemma 2. Suppose that h : X + X is a homeomorphism, 2n + 2 G m + 1, and E : X + 
(0, CO). Then thereexistsa map h’: (N, M) + (N, M) such thatd(vrh’(z), hm(z)) < E(Z) 
.for all z E N. 
Proof. Write N=Cf=((MxI)uX)/-, where (z, 0) -f(z) E X. For 0 s t G 1, let 
N,=((Mx[O, t])uX)/- and M,=Mx{t}c N,. 
Since m + 12 2n + 2, the homeomorphism h : X -+ X extends to a homeomorphism 
g:Iw m+l + [Wm+’ [3]. 
Assume first that X is compact. For every F > 0 there exist s, t E (0, l] such that 
if t’< t, then g(N,,) c g( N,) = int N,, and Cl[N, -g( N,,)] is an a-h-cobordism 
between M, and g(M,,), as measured in X via r. To see this, choose s > s’, t > t’ 
suchthatg(N,,)e N,eg(N,)P: N, ( e means ‘contained in the interior of’). Deform 
Cl[ N, -g( N,,)] first along the product structure between g(N,() and g(N,) onto 
Cl[ N, - g( N,)], then along the product structure between N,, and N, to M,. (Reverse 
the process to deform Cl[N, - g( N,,)] to g( M,,).) For s and t sufficiently small these 
deformations will be small when viewed from X. The map h’ is now obtained from 
the composition 
N+N$g(N,): N,+ N, 
where d is the deformation described above. 
If X is not compact, the above argument can be applied to 
N,={(z, S)E Mx[O, l]]ss t(a(z))}uX/-, 
where t : X + (0, l] is continuous. cl 
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By applying Quinn’s thin h-corbordism theorem [lo], 
stronger result. 
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one can in fact, prove a 
Lemma 3. Suppose h : X + X is a homeomorphism, 2n + 2 G m + 1, and E : X + (0, M). 
7’hen there is a homeomorphism 1~‘: N + N such that d(rh’(z)), hr(z)) < F(TT(Z)) for 
all z E M. 
Lemma 4. If h : X + X is a homeomorphism, 2n + 2 s m + 1, and x E X, then x* and 
h(x)* are shape equivalent: Sh(x*) = Sh(h(x)*). 
Proof. Let y = h(x), and let {U,};“=, be a neighborhood system of x in X. Then {U”} 
is a neighborhood system of x* in M. By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, 
one can use Lemma 2 (or 3) to map the neighborhood system {UT} of x* to the 
neighborhood system {h j( UT)} of y*, where the hi are obtained for a sequence 
F, :X + (0, CO). By using Urysohn functions separating Cl( rYJi+,) and X - U,, one can 
easily construct the homotopies relating the two systems. Applying the same pro- 
cedure to h-’ yields the desired shape equivalence. q 
Homogeneous ENR’s with finitely generated local homology 
Assume now that X is a homogeneous ENR of dimension n embedded in R”+’ 
with a mapping cylinder neighborhood N = C,, f: M + X, as in the previous section. 
Theorem 1. If H,,( X, X - x) is finitely generated, then for each neighborhood U of x 
there exist neighborhoods V, c U, c U of x such that rf y E V,, then in the diagram 
i* 
HTPP( U,*) - Hr-“( V,*) i* H”-“(y”), 
j* 1 im i* maps im i” isomorphically onto HmPP(y*). 
Proof. Set q = m -p. For each positive integer k, let U,,, = NIIk(x) = 
(l/k)-neighborhood of x in X, and let 
S, = {x E X / Hz( U$) + HY(x*) is onto}. 
Since H’(x*) is finitely generated for each XE X, X = U S,. Clearly, S, c S,,, . 
Thus, by the Baire Category Theorem, for any k,, there exists k 3 k,, such that 
Cl(&) contains an open set W. 
Suppose x E W. Choose neighborhoods W, and W, of x in W such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
w2 c w = Ux,k, 
H:( W;) ” - H,4( W;) - ” H”(x*) 
satisfies i2* 1 im iT :. tm if- H’(x*) is an isomorphism, and 
if y E W,, then .LJ,,,, 2 Qk+, 
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Suppose y E W, n Sk. Then we have the following diagram, where all arrows are 
induced by inclusions. 
Hq(x*) 
Observations: 
(4) 7 is onto, 
(5) 6 1 im 1 is onto, 
(6) im l= Hq(x*)- H’(y*) (Lemma 1). 
Hence, since H’(x*) is finitely generated, 
(7) 6 1 im 1 is an isomorphism. 
Since, 
(8) im 6 c im 1, and 6 1 im 5 is onto, 
(9) im (5) = im 1, and so 
(10) im4==im 1. 
Therefore, Hz( U$+l) + Hq(x*) is onto, hence, x E Sk+, , and so W = Sk+, . 
Given a neighborhood U of x, choose a neighborhood U, c U such that U, c W n 
U x,kC2. Let V, be a neighborhood of x in U, such that if y E V,, then U,,,,, 1 Ux,k+2, 
and, in the diagram 
i* 
K!( Ut) - H:(V,*) j* - Hq(x*), 
j” 1 im i”: im i” + Hq(x*) is an isomorphism. Suppose y E V,. Then y E Sk+, and we 
have the diagram 
/KTX G) 
Hq(~*b--y- H:( Vg) --+Hq(X*) 
Since 1 is onto, 4 ( im 3 is onto. Since im 3 = Hq(x*) = Hq(y*), and since Hq(x*) is 
finitely generated, 41 im 3 is an isomorphism. 
Since X is homogeneous, (the proof of) Lemma 4 shows that the theorem is true 
for all xEX. 0 
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Theorem 2. If X is a homogeneous ENR and H*(X, X -x) is finitely generated for 
some (and, hence, every) x E X, then f: M + X is an approximate jbration. 
Proof. Theorem 1 and results of [6] imply that f: M +X satisfies the dual condition 
on H,(x*) for each x E X, which is Coram-Duval’s movability criterion for homology 
[4]. One need only observe that, since [w mt’ - x is locally simply connected at each 
point of x E X, 6,(x*) = 0, and so f is UV’ map. Thus, Theorems A and B of [4] 
apply to prove that f is an approximate fibration. I7 
Theorem 3. If X is a homogeneous, n-dimensional ENR and ifH,(X, X -x) isfinitely 
generated for some (and, hence, every) x E X, then X is a homology n-mamfold. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.1 of [S]. We shall give a short 
proof of this fact by an argument that differs somewhat from the one found in [5]. 
Let f: M + X be a map inducing a mapping cylinder neighborhood N of X in 
R m+‘, for some m, 2n + 2 < m + 1, as before. Then, by Theorem 2, f is an approximate 
fibration. 
Let P’* denote the Leray sheaf off: LP is the sheaf generated by the presheaf 
U + Hq( U*). Since f is an approximate fibration, 9?* is locally constant. We shall 
assume further that n,(X) = 0 (by passing to the universal cover of X, if necessary) 
so that P’* is constant, and the stalks 2: = H*(x*) = G* = Go@ G’@. . .@ GT Thus 
the Leray spectral sequence of the map f has the following structure: 
and 
E;’ -_ H:(X; G’) 
EL’ zz ker[H.:‘(M) + H~‘(M,_,)]/ker[H~“(M)+ H:+‘(M,)] 
for a suitably chosen filtration on X. (See [13]). 
Since dimX=n, G’=O forO<t<m-n. Also, E>‘=O for t>T or s>n. Thus 
we have 
E ;,’ j, E?’ --w . . . + ET’ for any t, 
,T;,T z E;.T =. . . f E&T, ,;,“-n =Z, and E:‘=O for t>m-nn. 
Since H:+‘(X) = 0, the Universal Coefficient Theorem yields EJ3’== H,“(X)@ G’. 
Since H~(X)C3G”-“= E;m--n+ E2”-“-Z, we have H,“(X)@G”-“=Z@G, for 
some abeliangroup G. If T> m-n, Hz(X)@GT =Osothat H,“(X)@GT@G”-” = 
(ZOG)@Gr- GTO(GOGT)=O, which implies that GT=O. Thus G’=O for 
t # 0, m - n, and H:(X)@ G”-” = Z, from which it follows that H,“(X) = G”-” = Z. 
Hence 
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Corollary 1. Suppose that X is an ENR with jinitely generated local homology and 
that H,( X, X - x) = H,( X, X - y) f or all x, y E X, then X has a dense open subset U 
such that U is a homology manifold. 
Proof. This is a clear consequence of the proofs of Theorems 1-3. 0 
Corollary 2. Suppose that X is a non-degenerate compact, jinite dimensional absolute 
retract and that for each positive integer p there exists x E X such that H,,(X, X -x) 
is$nitely generated. Then X is not homogeneous. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2, if X is homogeneous and dim X = n, then 
H”(X) = Z # 0. This can only happen when X = point. 0 
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